Last Minute Travel Deals
If the traveler inside you is itching to hit the road or if you have the type of schedule
that just would not allow you to plan ahead a few months, you might be on the outlook
for some help to find last-minute travel deals. Whether you are looking for a weekend
trip deal close to your city, or an all-inclusive weekend gateway with the family, or a solo
short trip to a resort, there are a lot of sites and apps to find some amazing walletfriendly last-minute trip deals.

Last-Minute Travel Deals Sites and Apps
You can scoop up some best last minute travel deals all over the globe through these
amazing sites and apps.
1. LastMinuteTravel.com
As the name suggests, LastMinuteTravel.com is all about the travel deals for last-minute
plans. The site offers a wide range of deals for those including flights, hotels, cruises,
vacation rentals, car rentals, and different kinds of activities.
2. LastMinute.com
Another travel site for last-minute trip booking options is the UK-based site
LastMinute.com. It covers a variety of last-minute trip options that include hotels, flights,
European train tickets, theatre tickets, car rentals, etc.
3. GoLastMinute.com
GoLastMinute.com is yet another site that provides deals related to cruises, hotels,
flights, travel cars, etc. available within a month’s time. It is an aggregator site that
provides a comparison of rates on various other websites and then directs you to the
selected external site when you are ready for booking. If you are looking to get lastminute deals alerts, you can also sign up for daily emails.
4. Priceline.com
This is a one-stop shop kind of site where you can book everything from your hotel
room to your flight, cruise, or rental car. Priceline.com also has this feature called ‘Name
Your Own Price’ that lets you choose hotels that offer significant discounts. The site also
has an app where there are further amazing last-minute deals in its ‘Tonight Only’
feature.

5. eBooking.com
Another one-stop shop solution to last-minute deals is this site ebooking.com. Here you
can find all kinds of incredible last-minute getaway deals, whether it is for hotel room,
flight, cars, or other activities. You can filter and order all the offers by price, discount,
stay date, destination etc.
6. Expedia
Expedia is a one-stop solution app that is easy to navigate. Whether you want to find a
flight, a hotel room, car rental, or a complete trip package, it has thousands of lastminute choices for a variety of destinations. Here you can find savings of up to 50
percent on various packages.
7. Travelzoo
Another amazing app Travelzoo is all about travel deals on hotels, flights, vacation
packages, cruises, and local and entertainment deals. It publishes deals from more than
2000 travel, entertainment, and local business such as spas and restaurants.
8. Orbitz
Orbitz is a travel aggregator that enables shopping for last-minute deals. Like Expedia, it
provides a page with daily and weekly travel deals, while it also compares prices across
airlines. The discounts range from airfare to travel packages to hotel bookings, which
means it has got you covered for the entire trip.

Last-Minute Flight Deals
Getting flights that are not heavy on the pocket is tricky if you are planning a lastminute vacation or trip. However, here are some places you can check for last-minute
flight prices and deals.
1. Google Flights
The first thing that comes to mind when you intend to book a flight at the last minute is
Google Flights. It allows you to book flights from more than 300 airline and online travel
agencies. It is a search engine that obtains fares from various travel sites and brings it to
you in a super speedy manner. You just have to provide the date, departure, and arrival
destination, and it shows you flights in almost an instant. If you do not have any travel
destination in mind, simply plug in your departure city and travel dates into Google
Flights leaving the destination section blank. You will be shown the lowest available
flights to places from around the world. As a result, you mind find deals of places you
may not have thought of going.

2. Cheapoair.com
This site is all about flights on discounted rates. For last-minute flights, you simply have
to go to the tab ‘Last Minute Flights’ and you can find amazingly cheap rates. Here you
can find cheap tickets and save big on flights booked at the last minute.
3. Hopper
This mobile app enables you to search for flights and compare deals for traveling. The
app can also help you get predictions on the date that the flights might be the cheapest
so that you can plan accordingly. For last-minute trips, it can show you the cheapest day
to fly within the range of your preferred dates.
4. Vayama.com
Vayama.com has a lot of good deals for last-minute trips. It mainly focuses on
international flights and some nice deals can be found on the homepage of the site. You
can also check the ‘Trending Deals’ section of the site for latest and relevant offerings.
5. Airfare Watchdog
AirfareWatchdog enables you to save on last-minute trips in a lot of ways. Firstly, on the
website, you can find all the last-minute travel deals from the airport of your choice to
the destination of your choice. If you are flexible on where to travel, the tool helps in
making it easy to find the best deals within the month from your airport. Also, you can
set up alerts for notifying you when there is an airfare deal for your last-minute trip. It
also offers tips on incredible airfare deals and if you follow them on social media, you
can get insights on flight deals all around the world.

Last-Minute Hotel Deals
As you book your flight for a destination, a major concern is to get a nice room in a
hotel. Here are some apps that can help you in finding a hotel and in last-minute hotel
room bookings.
1. LateRooms
This hotel-booking app started as a website more than two decades back and it has
access to more than two hundred thousand hotels all over the world. It is a popular lastminute hotel booking app that can be downloaded from Google Play or iTunes and get
your hotel booked at the last minute.
2. HotelTonight
Another wonderful app for booking at last minute, Hotel Tonight lets you book not just
a week in advance but it also helps in getting last-minute bookings at reduced rates at
the hotels you may have an eye on. Every day at noon, there are deals that go live, and

there are thousands of them to choose from. You simply have to be on a lookout for
and you will find the hotel you like even at the last-minute.
3. Hotwire
If you are looking for a last-minute hotel package with a good discounted deal, Hotwire
app can be your go-to app. Whether you are looking for a five-star luxury resort, a
budget option near the airport or comfortable hotel anywhere near your favorite
location, they have got you covered. The planning tools help in searching and finding all
the last minute travel deals available.

Last-Minute Cruise Deals
Cruises normally have to be booked well in advance but if you are looking to hop on
deck on short notice, you can find some good deals here:
1. Cruise Finder by iCruise
Representing all major cruise lines to the most popular cruise destinations around the
world, iCruise provides numerous cruise deals. Cruise Finder’s Hot Deal feature can be
used for finding last-minute cruise deals with savings.
2. CruiseCompete.com
Through CruiseCompete.com you can get quotes from a various travel agencies to get
wonderful last-minute deals. The Super Cruise Specials section has some special deals
too, such as two-for-one cruises.
3. Cruise.com
Cruise.com also has a last-minute cruises section where all the discounted sailings can
be found on the most popular cruise lines, such as 4-day Western Caribbean cruise from
$279 per person departing from Miami, less than a week out.
4. Cruise Critic
This site has last-minute cruise deals to various regions such as Bermuda, Alaska, the
Caribbean, and the Europe. Trips usually leave within the month and fares are usually
comparatively less than the price mentioned on the full brochure.
Conclusion
Last-minute getaways are troublesome if you do not know where to look out for the
best deals. Last-minute bookings can be pricy but if you know where to find the best
deals for your airfare, hotel, car rental, cruise or other activities, you may be able to save
tons of cash and whittle down the last-minute price tag to a considerable level. All these
websites and apps have some amazing deals all over the globe. All you have to do while

planning it out at the last minute is to check these all out and you might be able to turn
up a crazy, cheap, bucket-list trip to your favorite destination.

